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Abstract
Classical algorithms have been used to search over some
space for finding the shortest paths problem between two
points in a network and a minimal weight spanning tree for
routing. Any classical algorithm deterministic or probabilistic
will clearly used O(N) steps since on the average it will
measure a large fraction of N records. Quantum algorithm is
the fastest possible algorithm that can do several operations
simultaneously due to their wave like properties. This wave
gives an O(√N ) steps quantum algorithm for identifying that
record, where was used classical Dijkstra’s algorithm for
finding shortest path problem in the graph of network and
implement quantum search. Also we proposed the structure
for non-classical algorithms and design the various phases of
the probabilistic quantum classical algorithm for classical and
quantum parts. Finally, we represent the result of
implementing and simulating Dijkstra's algorithm as the
probabilistic quantum-classical algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The quantum search algorithm performs a generic search
for a solution to a very wide range of problems. Quantum
searching is a tool for speeding up these sorts of generic
searches through a space of potential solutions. The
problem of unstructured search is paradigmatic for any
problem where an optimal solution needs to be found in a
black box fashion, i.e., without using the possible structure
of the problem:
Assuming there is a system with N = 2n states labeled
S1,S2,..,SN.These 2n states are represented by n bit strings.
Assuming there is a unique marked element Sm that
satisfies a condition C(Sm) = 1, and for all other states
C(S) = 0. Suppose that C can be evaluated in unit time.
The task is to devise an algorithm which minimizes the
number of evaluations of C. The idea of Grover's
algorithm is to place the register in an equal superposition
of all states, and then selectively invert the phase of the
marked state, and then perform an inversion about
average operation a number of times. The selective
inversion of the marked state followed by the inversion
about average steps has the effect of increasing the
amplitude of the marked state by O(1/
). Therefore
after O
operations the probability of measuring the
marked state approaches 1 (Grover, 1996). [1][2][3]
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Grover's algorithm is as follows:
• Prepare a quantum register to be normalized and
uniquely in the first state. Then place the register in an
equal superposition of all states ( ,
by
applying the Walsh-Hadamard operator W . This means
simply the state vector will be in an equal superposition of
each state.
• Repeat O
times the following two steps (the precise
number of iterations is important, and discussed below):
o Let the system be in any state S. If C(S) = 1, rotate the
phase by π radians, else leave system unaltered. It is worth
noting that this operation has no classical analog. One
cannot observe the state of the quantum register, doing so
would collapse the superposition. The selective phase
rotation gate would be a quantum mechanical operator
which would rotate only the
o amplitude proportional to the marked state within the
superposition.
o Apply the inversion about average operator A, whose
matrix representation is: Aij = 2/N if i ≠ j and Aij = 1+2/N to the quantum register.
• Measure the quantum register. The measurement will
yield the n bit label of the marked state C(SM) = 1 with
probability at least 1/2 (Grover, 1996).[4][5]
This Grover’s algorithm flow chart is as shown in Figure
1.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is concerned with the simulation of
Grover’s Algorithm using MATLAB. Quantum
computing uses unitary operators acting on discrete state
vectors. Matlab is a well-known (classical) matrix
computing environment, which makes it well suited for
simulating quantum algorithms. The number of database
elements is 24 = 16. The desired element is randomly
generated from among the 16 elements using Matlab’s
rand function and it is the 13th element. The quantum
gates are defined using Matlab’s eye function. The
optimal number of iterations is determined by (π/4)√N as
proposed by Grover. Grover demonstrated that quantum
computers can perform database search faster than their
classical counterparts. In this simple example of Grover’s
algorithm, a haystack function is used to represent the
database[7][8]. We are searching for a needle in the
haystack, i.e. there is one element of the database that we
require. Grover’s algorithm works by iteratively applying
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the inversion about the average operator to the current
state. Each iteration amplifies the probability of a
measurement (π/4)√N collapsing the state to the correct
needle value. Grover showed that performing a
measurement after iterations is highly likely to give the
correct result.
The Walsh-Hadamard transformation, operator to rotate
phase and inversion about average transformation were
achieved through matrices of zeros and ones available as
Matlab commands. At the end of the program, the output
was set to be a movie-like display of the different stages of
the iteration in a 3-dimensional plane comprising the axes
Amplitude, States and Time. This was achieved by using
Matlab’s function movie[9].
3. OPTIMALITY OF GROVER’S ALGORITHM
It is stated in Grover (1996) that his result was optimal,
but it is not directly proved. Grover’s algorithm takes
O(√n) iterations, and is thus asymptotically optimal. It has
been shown since that any quantum algorithm would
require at least π/4√N queries, which is precisely the
number queries required by Grover’s algorithm (Grover,
1999)[10].
4. RESULT
We implemented and simulated the Grover's algorithm
with Matlab on classical computer. We have tested this
algorithm with N=2n possible inputs that n is number of
qubits. The simulation results for n=4 qubits as a data
index is shown in the figure 4. In these diagrams, number
of possible inputs is N=16 and this number is length of
queue Q. We assumed that there is one solution in queue
Q. The amplitude value of solution in Grover's algorithm
reaches to 1 after (π/4)Sqrt(16)=3.14 iterates and the
amplitude value of other data reached to zero. Figure 2
show that with 3 iteration we can find solution in queue
Figure 1 Flowchart of Grover Algorithm
Q. The maximum iteration of algorithm is (π/4)√N. we
compare the speeds of Dijkstra's algorithm in three states
of implementation for finding the shortest path in graph.
These
states
depend
on
implementation
of
EXTRACT_MIN procedure as a linear array, or as a
binary heap, or as a quantum search. When a Q is
implemented as a linear heap or quantum search, the
algorithm is more speed up than as a linear array[11][12].

Figure 2 Amplitude Value. The result of quantum search
algorithm with 4 qubits input data and 16 elements in
queue with 3 iterations
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5. CONCLUSION
With comparing the time complexities of the versions of
Grover's algorithms, we can see that the time taken by
Grover’s algorithm is determined by the speed of the
queue operations. When a Q is implemented as a linear
array, EXTRACT_MIN takes O(V) time and there are |V|
such operations. Hence, the running time of the algorithm
with array implementation is O(V2 + E) = O(V2). When a
Q is implemented as a binary heap, EXTRACT_MIN
operations takes O(lg V) time and there are |V| such
operations. Hence, the running time of the algorithm with
binary heap provided given graph is O((V + E) lg V).
Note that this time becomes O((V+V)logV)=O(ElogV) if
all vertices in the graph is reachable from the source
vertices and the graph is sparse. If graph be dense, the
running time of the algorithm is O((V+V2 )logV) =
O(V2logV)[13[14].
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(b) Sparse Graph
Figure 3 Speeds comparison of Dijkstra's algorithm in
three states of implementation to find the shortest path in
the graph.
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